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*"'ost developing countries assipn a hi<?h priority to industrial  growth, and 

they usually. *;*nt it to be as rapid as is consistent with their other sicial and 

economic objectives.    In this process, the inbtitutions of higher education - 

universities,  technical collages and specialist  institutes - have an important 

role to play (a^ in providing the trained manpower needed for industrialization» 

and (b) in helping to harmonize industrialization with general social development. 

^o play this role effectively the educational institutions and industry 

must co-operate,  but, unfortunately, all too often they have not done so.    the 

institutions are preoooapied with their own internal and urgent problems of 

staffing, finance and expan.ra.Qn.    Industry for its part is busy with its own 

problems and is usually unconvinced that the educationist have anything relevant 

to offer towards their solution.    To bridge this gap in communication, effective 

linkages between industry and university must be established. 

"he awareness of the importance and complexity of this problem led the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization to organize an Expert Group 

Meeting on Industry-University no-operation, which was held at Vienna fro« 

3 to 7 September 1973.   The participants came from (a) international organisations 

concerned with technical education and training - the United Nations   educational, 

Soient i fie and Cultural Organization (UNFGuûi,  the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO),  the Organisation for Economic   o-operation and Development 

(OlCDl the International Association of Students in economics and Management 

(AIHS^:>, The T3Urop*an Institute of Business Administration (INSTAD), the ILO 

International   "entre for Advanced technical and Vocational draining ( rurin ''entre), 

and the Council for ' echnical education and 'training for 'verseas Countries 

(TSìWììi and (b) institutes or technical universities in the developing countries. 

he participants were not representatives of their countries or their 

institutions,    fhey wer« sanier persons all of whom had had direct experience in 

developing industry-university linkages in seme capacity,    rhe discussions were, 

therefore, based on this experience and not simply on hypothesis or general 

argument,   m* Ssparfc Group was composed of the following individuals! 

Mikoto Usui        . 
Léon Ter Davtian 
Salomon Wald 
M. Kubr 
Vitaly Korsun 
Eric Hawbigging 

Norman llunt 
Gilbert M.  Jauvage 
Samuel "aul 
ilanjo iioosen 
Raymond 3. Milne 
Manuel  José cabrai 

Slobodan .iìstic 
»istafa H. Parlar 
Mordechai M. Levy 
Samuel V. chukwujekwu 
Benjamin Dpstain 
Mathias Nuwanga 
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Mr.   aul served as Chairman of the Meeting and Mr. Hunt as Rapporteur. 

rhe goal of the Meeting was to sii milate the creation of more effective 

linkages between industry and university.    POT this reason the emphasis 

throughout this report is on action; chapter V includes specific recommendations 

for action by bilateral and multilateral agencies. 

"•*—"**jMa--j ">• MÉSIÉiflliSÜMMÉMill^ 



OBJECTIVES OF INDUSTRY-inilVEHSITY LINKAGES 

Before considering the activities involved in linkages and their  several  insti- 

tutional forms,   it is necessary to set out,  at least in general terms,  the objectives. 

Why are industry-university linkages neoestary?   Historically  the training which has 

evolved over many centuries in industrialized countries has usually been related to 

operational needs.    The modern sophisticated educatioa of the medical doctor evolved 

out of the primitive apprenticeship training of thu barber-turned-surgeon.    The 

equivalent of the modem graduate engineer's education would previously have been 

gained during a long apprenticeship of practical experience under the expert super- 

vision of a master. 

By contrast, in the developing countries there has been less opportunity for 

this natural evoluMon of training since so much has had to be attempted in so short 

a time.    Industry and university have tended to develop separately, making distinct 

and   often unrelated contributions to the economy,    The result has been a shortage of 

relevant skill« in the industrial sector and under utilisation of hfcnnn resources in 

the higher educational system.    Some form of linkage is therefore needed in crder tc 

improve the match between the needs of the developing economy and the outputs of the 

educational institutions.    The problem exists also in industrial i zed countries but 

it is minimized because of many decades,  even centuries,  of feedback between industry 

and university which,  despite all the difficulties of communication, has ensured a 

measure of continuing interaction 

in «11 countries interaction needs tc be given positive initiation and encourage- 

ment;    it dees not necessarily happen spontaneously.    However, it. will not succeed 

if it le oontrivedj    it must be based on an awareness of interdependence, upon a 

recognition cf mutual needs.    Both parties must have confidence that they are going 

to profit fro« the somewhat difficult task of working together, and it may take so«e 

time and effort to persuade them of this faot. 

Advantages to industry;    It stands to gain from linkage by - 

- securing a supply of better qualified graduates having more 
relevant training^because industry's needs have been identified; 

- having aocess to a variety of post-experience training facilities 

which it has had a part in designing; 

- being able to use the university's physical facilities and the expertise 

of its staff; 
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- benefitting from the research,  consulting,  data  collection and 

technical resources of the university; 

- improving its public image in the society in which it operates, 

and thus attracting more talented students to the industrial sector. 

Advantages to the university;    These are no less real and inolude - 

- the opportunity to assess the needs of the economy and to 

develop its activities accordingly; 

- access to industrial placements so that classroom learning can 

be related to practical experience; 

- assistance from industry in curriculum development to ensure that 

curricula are relevant to local conditions; 

- facilities for staff development by giving faculty members 

opportunities to gain practical experience; 

- acoess to industry for both fundamental research and action 

research. 

Advantages to society;    Finally the economy as a whole benefits from industry- 

university interaction by - 

- an improved return on investment in higher education; 

- a more affective educational contribution to economic development; 

- better utilization of human and physical resources; 

- reduction in the incidence of the social and political stresses 

which accompany graduate unemployment. 

the arguments advanced so far apply to linkages between all parts of the higher 

educational system and the industrializing economy, although it is convenient to use 

the tern industry-university linkage as a pieoe of shorthand.    The group of experts 

who met at UNIDO in Vienna, although they touched on a wide range of linkages, 

oonoentrated upon the area of "management".    'Phis is not to say that other areas such 

as science, engineering, and technology are any less important;    linkages are needed 

there also,    Nevertheless, interaction between industry and university in the area 

of management has a particular significance in (a)  increasing the effectiveness of 

management as a catalyst in economic development and as a co-ordinator of the use of 

scarce resources;    (b) improving the supply of people competent to manage the resul- 
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one', (o) facilitating the replacement of cipntri,-.t. 

1 

ting industrial developments: 

managers with nationals. 

Por these reasons, many developing countries are establishing various kindi of 

facilities for management development and training,   Sometimes within or a*sociated 

with, their universities and colleges,    These countries believe that this is a 
necessary part of the industrialization programmes to which they ore committed.   The 

expert »seting, therefore, did not concern itself with debating, whether industriali- 

zation was the "right« policy, or whether management development really was an 

imports element in effective industrialistion.    It too* the view that the majority 

of developing countries were in pmctice already committed both to industrialization 

and to management development and that its taik was to consider the ways in which 

industry-university linkaees could make that process more effective. 



II,    CONTENT OP INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY LINKAGES 

If the benefits to be derived from linkages are so substantial, why do they BO 

often fail to evolve naturally?    There is a number of typical barriers to oo-operatior, 

which have to be consciously overcome in order to establish linkages;    they include; 

- preoccupation of the teaching institutions with their own pressing 

problems of finance, staffing and rapidly growing numbers of students; 

- a certain anti-business attituée of mind on the part of some 

academics trained in the traditional subjects; 

- university regulations and rigid conventions which discourage staff 

from interacting with industry, e.g   faculty promotion is traditionally 

on the grounds of scholarship and the staff member who spends his time 

consulting and doing aotion research may prejudice his career prospects! 

- limited practical experience on the part of academic staff and, on 

the other side, an ¡«nti-academic attitude on the part of business mm 

»ho nay or may not have had a university education; 

- t*eptieis» on the part of industry about the relevance of university 

studies to its own practical problems - a feeling that they are "too 

theoretical"; 

- preoccupation of industry with its own immediate problems, e.g. difficult 

economic conditions, currency restrictions, government intervention, 

etc., which may make it neglect its longer term objectives for management 

development, research and training. 

The above are substantial obstacles to be overcome and it is dangerous to assume 

that in time they will disappear of their own accord or that the oreation of a 

Industry-University Advisory Committee will solve the problem.    Left to themselves, 

the barriers to co-operation do not disappear but reinforce themselves as industry 

and university diverge still further in pursuit of their independent objectives as 

perceived from their sceptical views of eaoh other.    Therefore, if linkage is to be 

effective, a conscious strategy is almost always required. 

The essentials are mutual commitment and joint activities;    without then, 

committees, cenires, associations and foundations will be ineffective.    The initiative] 

may be taken by the university, industry, government, or an international agency. 

In any case a good deal of prior informal oontacts are needed in setting up whatever 

device is thought to be necessary to get the two sides talking to each other.    It is 

un 

si 

lac 

a: 
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I 
ulccly that re,! cognent win e^cr.e hy tryi„S te estnUlsh a Urge, co.preh.n- 

unllkely that reel uk.-ly to result from joint 
,!« scherno for collaboration imodiatoly.     It is more 1 
.ctlvitlos in lifted areas «hich can !ater for. comprehensive .*. 

„^ are so» Important areas in which such praticai Joint action can be^in; 

among thtra are: 

- the promotion of relevant training 
. the encouragement of practice-oriented learning 

- faculty development 
- research and information services , 
- continuous education, e.g. post-experience courses 

i*   f.Bn<H«a with industry and vice versa. - sharing of university facilities wren moue* j 

Prometion of relevant training; 
x.      *.   « 4    +« bring university and industry together so as to ensure The objective here ib to bring univers* <.j » ^ 

^ Z^ion in relevant to the needs of an industriali^ «»*.    ^ t^m^ 
that education is releva« oonfUcting objectives on the part 
tal problem is to reconcile what often see» * 

*     *. „H«     Tndustrv - and often government - see the role or %m 
of industry and university.   Industry     an *rr, ±n ih0 wl(Wt 8eetors for 
university as to produce the educated manpower require in the vario 
university »    .    Ä,ftnmetlt     ftl th# other hand, universities may dai« that their 
economic and social development,    m tne   • , 
roa4or tas** are the traditional ones of education and research, and they cannot 

expected to do everything. 

, I„M„» country universities usually have to undertake many 

IT-»— «„ir nuto..W «* —* *-*". «• * T^ " r°'PW8iM- 
1   «*, it that «»oh «ore *«..    J«m* Viviti». *#t incite: 

- joint indu.fy-unl~r.ity .urvoy. to a..e.,. national «aopowor »csd.; 

- „nUot. «it» «Irti« M-l- -* » ^^'"'J^IZL 
-j ^«i*«ntivitv centres to identify training oharobers of oommeroe and productivity ceror«» 

needs; 

. a^lopin« »ovi«ry ^A. to a..i.t with ourricu!» develo,»»* m* 

evaluation} 
*,      ~* fv•,«r atud^ts in organizing "experience - enlisting the co-operation of former stud        in     •*. 

^up." to dieoue. the relevance of their .cadmio training to their 
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subsequent practical work; 

- arranging joint meetings between university staff and practising 

managers to consider airas and problems; 

- having industrialists on student selection pauols to express the 

practitioner's point of view. 

These are but P. few examples of joint activities and any country establishing 

linkages will undoubtedly add others which relate to its own particular situation. 

Encouragement of praotioe-oriented learningi 

In management education the importano« of applying knowledge as well as aoquirinj 

it is paramount, so the emphasis must be practice-orient ed.    This means that either 

practical or simulated experiences must go   al^ng side classroom theory and, to this 

«id, industry-university linkage is essential.    Relevant activities to make teaching 

more practice-oriented would includes 

- the establishment of "sandwich" courses in which students may spend 

up to half of their period of study in industry and the other half 

at the university;    whilst in industry ^ihey are regularly visited and 

supervised by a tutor so that practice and learning are fully integrated; 

- ti*   use of industrial projects to expose students to practical problems; 

- provision of student vacation training in industry; 

- development of local case-studies by collaboration between university 

staff and industry; * 

- use of practising managers as "industrial tutors" to students engaging 

in in-plant project work; 

- using managers as visiting professors or part-time lecturers and 

making sure that their teaching is properly integrated with that of 

the full-time staff, 

Pfaoulty development; 

The problem here is that in most developing countries there is an aoute short- 

age of suitably qualified university staff, particularly in the management field 

where practical experience is a valuable adjunct to sound academic training. 

Consequently, there tends to be reliance on expatriate staff and inexperienoed 

local faculty.    Here industry-university linkages make a valuable oontribution to 

faculty development by such activities ass 

Si 

n 

d 

w! 

f 
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- seconding faculty to industry for auch periods of time as m.-y 

be practicable; 

- industry allowing staff members to join project teams for particular, 

limited operations,  e.g.  installing a computer; 

- having staff members "adopt" a company or group of companies for 

regular visits and discussions ? 

- revising faculty promotion criteria so as to reward not only scholarly 

research but also effective involvement with industry- 

- encouraging faculty to engage in consulting which has some academic 

•       relevance;^ 

- where necessary, providing the infrastructure to do this, e.g. a 

Centre for Consultancy and Liaison; 

- sending faculty overseas not just for more academic training» but for 

planned practical experience and, e,g. attendance on functional management 

courses in management training centres or with international management 

consulting firms. 

Research and information services; 

In many developing countries the university is one of the few substantial 

research resource   available since government research centres and industrial R and D 

departments are limited.    Often, too, the university is the most suitable place in 

which to locate computer data banks,  information services and other time-sharing 

facilities.    In these various roles,  industry-university linkages are obvious, e.g. 

- industry can use university staff on action research projects which 

can be beneficial to both-parties; 

- as a corollary it should recognize its responsibility to help wherever 

possible with fundamental research, e.g. by providing access to data? 

- correspondingly, the university should recognize its responsibility to 

include in its research programme projects which are relevant to the 

needs of the developing society of whioh it is a part; 

2/ universities in developing countries are often relf *f * ^^SsíocaUcns 
ff to the attraction of industrial salaries and fees *^ **f^ *^E£U- 

and antagonisms result as between faculty in ^^/^^¿^%^S^A 
relevant to industry and those which are not.    This is a dxf«cult prow 
can only be resolved within the particular institution, «it setting up a sep^ 
centre for consultéagy can facilitate control (see page z*). 
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- universities may appoint liaison officers to facilitate interaction 

with the economy in this area of research and information services, 

with spin-off benefit to its other activities and faculties; 

- universities may invite suitably qualified practitioners to act as 

consultants on their research projects; 

- the university oan act as a healthy corrective to any tendency there 

might be on the part of industry to take a short term view of 

development by arranging studies or seminars on important issue»ijjn 

nodal and economic development. 

Continuous eduoation: 

Increasing recognition is now being given to the problem of up-dating the 

knowledge and skills of those whose formal education was completed some years earli 

There is a fruitful area of industry-university collaboration in stoh activities as 

- post-experience management courses (evening, day-release, non- 

residential and residential seminars) ;    the courses themselves can 
be jointly designed,  taught and evaluated by academics and practitioners? 

- these programmes oan be based on clearly identified training needs 

and can, indeed, be devised in such a way that members of the course 

help each other to identify their own training needs, with the 

academics aoting as catalysts and counsellors; 

- university staff man be invited by industry to help plan and conduct 

tailor-made training programmes either in-plant or at the university? 

- where the faculty is suitably qualified, consultancy-related training 

projects oan be undertaken for particular companies or groups of companies; 

- where the faculty is laoking in such qualifications but has the necessary 

potential, foreign consultants can collaborate on the initial projeots 

to develop looal resourcos. 

Sharing facilities: 

Expensive physical facilities such as computers, research laboratories and 

equipment and libraries,    are often under-employed at various times.    Better use oJ 

scarce resources and a measure of co-operative activity can be achieved by 

sharing arrangement of some sort between industry and university. 

Set out above are six areas which may serve as a guide to practical and 

~:^HlWg£ä&ä*l Mh MHlNita mm 
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—Urti, opportunities for industry-university Unta»..    Only some will be relevant 

t«, any one situation and most will require a delibato effort  to initiate and to 

maintain highly motivated participant..   Mr the initiative «ill be with an 
enterpri.ingWemic or practitioner who will meet the challenge of change and create 

a climate of co-operation.   His enthusiasm may well be infectious, the benefit, of 

collaboration will become clear to other* and joint activities will spread.    So long 

as these Innovators are in post the informal linkages »ay continue, but there is 

always « danger that staff change, or other demands upon staff tine will threaten 

the».    For this reason, it 1. usually desirable tc institutionalize linkages In some 

appropriate for«.    The institutional form Is not the real linkage - that inhere, in 
,L oo-itment of the parties concerned and the activities in which they engage - bu 

it i. necessary for the health and development cf the linkage to have some instrument 

to continue a programme as personalities ohange over time. 

tmin the most appropriate form of linkage will vary from case to case and it is 

important to diagnose the need, of the actual situation and select the most suitab . 

for. or form. to mest them.    ». following chapter review, a few such institutional 

I form, which have been adopted successfully 1> scerai ver, different countries. 
à 
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III.    GOME CASE STUDIES 

The paragraphs which follow briefly describe the saliont features of linkages 

which illustrate the different forms that can be adopted to suit local cirtumstanceB.   , 

They are selected from among those which were   analysed at the expert meeting and are 

by no means a comprehensive list. 

university of Zambia;*^ The situation here is that of a young university in a country 

where there is an aotte shortage of trained manpower.     The need to relate university 

education to the manpower needs of the country has been fully accepted, and for this 

reason linkage with industry has been established through the medium of an advisory 

Committee.    This is a very basic arrangement for linkage and in this case it has 

proved its value. 

The Committee meets two to three times a year to examine objectives and curriculum 

and to make arrangements for the vacation training of students.   Also the academics 

have found it a useful means of gaining leverage with the University authorities where 

the perceptions of the staff in the traditional academic subjects an£ those in the 

more vocational ones diverge.    Being composed of roughly equal numbers of academics 

and practitioners from industry and government, the Committee provides a forum for a 

continuing interaction between the University and its environment.    It is interesting 

to note that the Committee has been considering more formal institutional arrangements 

for linkage.    These would take the form of an industrial training fund to which all 

industries using eng..neers would have to contribute, and from which financial support 

for vocational educational programmes would come. 

School of Administration and Economics. Universidad Madre y Maestra¿- Dominican 

Republic y*   This oase illustrates the way in which the problem of linkage has been 

tackled in a university in a small developing country,    then it was decided to 

establish a Business School in 1955   it was agreed that this should be within the 

University so that it could draw on the resources of the University end also con- 

tribute to its other Schools, e.g. thosu of Engineering.   This decision raised the 

problem of how to ensure that the new School would b<¿ free from undesirable 

constraints on innovation in teaching a vocationally oriented subject.    There was 

also the problem of how to engender confidence* in the new School on the part of a 

business community in which the majority of practitioners had little academic or 

y Por a full account of this linkage, see J$lW¿l6l/6. 

$/ for a full acoount of this linkage, see H/WD.l6i/3. 

WÜÉliÉMIIÉMÉSIiMJIMÉfal diUUi¿rittHju^^tf|gÉHÍaH|Ég|UgjUhtfMM 
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jrofessional  business training thunselvc-s, 

In this situation,  the need for dynamic and aeceptablu academic leadership was 

Lr-mount in order to establish effective working relationships with business.    Needs 

1ère surveyed,  ohor*. post-experi enee courses were established,  and th,n the under- 

Laduate programme was launched with emphasis being laid on (a)  a degree of speciali- 

sts in onu managerial faction, e.g. Retine or finance and (b) vacation training 

in industry for the students.    In this way, the work of the Business School was made 

¡moro acceptable to a somewhat sceptical business community. 

A further institutional linkage vas proposed in 1969, namely   the establishment 

of a Managemc ,t Training .and Advioory Centre to conduct management development pro- 

grammes and undertake consulting work.    Unfortunately the proposal has not yet boon 

„implemented and the rapid growth of the School, coupled with the failure to institu- 

tionalise the linkage, has meant that many of the things that the Bttbol was able to 

do when it was small do not now got done.    Por example the two S«r work period. 

relhave been reduced to one because of the difficulty of securing placements. 

The case illustrates: 

- the advantages of locating a Business School within a university; 

- and conversely the limitations deriving from the differing 

objectives of academic and vocational subjects; 

- the importance in this situation of dynamic academic leadership; 

~ but the dantars of relying too long on personal and informal linkages} 

- and the need, therefore, to institutionalize the linkage and to make 

it a deliberato strategy. 

addle East Technical University. Ankara:    This is a technological university, which 

has recognised that the training of engineers requires more than the traditional 

academic approach.    It take, the view that ¿» the modern world the period of super- 

iority of the universities has como to an end in many *reae of knowledge, and that 

there is a grovring need to recognise that tho universities -and industry are, in fact, 

int erdependent. 

An example of the way in which the METO has mot this challenge is provided by 

the School of Engineering which has initiated industry-university co-operation 

programmes for fifteen years.    At first they were more or less accidental, depending 

upon personal contacts, but more recently they have becomo more systematic.    Several 
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years r.go, faculty members went  i*: small groups to talk to industrialists about 

possibilities of join-, activities«     Initially,  those wore mostly in research and 

development work, but more recently approaches have boon made to industry tc encourage 

it to use the University's facilities, to provide practical engineers as part-time 

lecturers, to co-operate in the planning of refresher courses, and to give faculty 

members practical experience during the summer months.    As a result the University has 

recognized the need to formalize these arrangements by appropriate regulations. 

Another type of industry-university interaction at METU is the establishment of 

an extension campus at Gaziantep, a major centre of small industries.    Here the 

University's resources can be directly applied to the problems of small business 

which are so pressing in many developing countries. 

The caso illustrates: 

- the need to recognize the interdependence of universities and industry in 

the technological subjects ; 

- the value of action oriented research in encouraging a more positive 

relationship between university and industry? 

- the need for useful results to flow from this research and to be 

communicated through effective linkages. 

Technion Research and Development Foundation;^ This foundation was established in 

1952 as an agency of one of the major technological universities of Israel, the 

Technion.    It is an example of a highly sophisticated institutional form of industry- 

university linkage, perhaps suited to a country at a fairly advanced stage of 

economic development. 

It operates within a University which is committed to vocational education, but 

whioh insists, rightly, upon the importance of maintaining its traditional priorities 

in aoademie learning and research.    The establishment of a separate agenoy for appi i e 

research, consulting, product development and testing, the TRDF, has or eat ed an 

effective linkage between the University with its longer term priorities, and industr; 

with its immediate needs for practical applications of the   University's academic 

resources     The TRDF is able to draw upon researchers from Technion's many faculties 

and departments without deflecting them fro» their major tasks.    It is conducted as 

a business, hut it ceases its activities in any field as soon as commercial 

<j/ For a full account of this linkage, see ID/WG.I61/5. 
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¿organizations can effective].;,  perform them. 

i The TEDF example illustrates  that: 

| - it is usually easier for a technological university to establish 

linkage with industry than a traditional, «eneral university 

- nevertheless, there are powerful advantages in institutionalizing 

that linkage through the establishment of a separate agency such 

as TRDPf 

- there is a real problem in reconciling the conflicting demands 

upon universities in developing countries (a) to meet immediate 
needs and (b) to concentrate its energies upon education and research; 

- and that this problem can be taokled by establishing an agency like 

TRDFj 

- but, to be effective, it must be backed by resources which ensure 

that its work for industry is acceptable so that there is a (tenuino 

demand for it and a willingness to pay the economic tjosts. 

In short, Teohnion and TRDF demonstrate that it is possible to meet the legiti- 

mate demands of industry for immediate and practical help, and at the same time to 

' ensure that sufficient fundamental research is done to keep ahead of industry and to 

avoid simply peddling current practice.    This is particularly important in the 

management area. 

|Mawarmant Foundation of East Java:    This case illustrates the role of international 

agencies in promoting industry-university linkage, the agencies concerned being the 

American Ford Foundation and tho British ODA (Overseas Development Administration). 

They have been sponsoring a project in Indonesia designed to build an effective 

management development resource serving the needs of industry, particularly in East 

Java. 

The objectives are:    (i) to develop the capacity of the local academic staff to 

act as manage««* trainers;    (ii) to establish a management institute a. a continuing 

linkage between the academics and industry;    and (iii) to trair. practising managers. 

The participants are:    (al a group of highly committed local industrialists in 

Surabaya, East Java, who formed themselves into a Management foundation;    (b) two 

universities,    the University of Indonesia and the University of Airlangga, and 

I the Surabaya Technological Institute-,    and (c) a private management training 

1 organisation.    All were concerned to develop a group of faculty members who would 
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have practical  experience and credibility with industry. 

The resources r.re these: (i) the local institutions provide the faculty; 

(ii) Ford and ODA provide the finance- raid (iii) -m international firm of management 

consultants provide the consulting expertise. A programme was devised consisting of 

a series of coursas in atvural practical functional .areas which had been previously } 

identified by a trainine needs survey; these included materials management, quality ! 

manaG&ment, production planning and control, and financial management. Each module \ 

lasts ten weeks and includes a four weeks course, followed by n. six weeks supervised 

project in industry. At first the international consultant ran the course in English 

and supervised the projects, and in each functional area, the first rourse consisted; 

of Indonesian faculty members and industrial trainers. This courses were then re« 

plicated, being conducted in Indonesian by the participants in the first round, with 

the back-up of the international consultant, 

The strengths of the project are; 

- it is essentially relevant and practical 

- it is related to Indonesian oonditions 

- it uses Indonesian resources, with the international consultant 

merely anting as a catalyst 

- it has a multiplier effect by trainine local trainers. 

The weaknesses are: 

- the use of commercial consultants is expensive; 

- consequently, it is financially difficult to provide the local 

trainers with more than one trainine experience before being 

asked to run the courses themselves with the consultant merely 

acting as back-up. 

Nevertheless, the experiment has been highly successful and all the participants,^ 

both industrial and academic, ore anthusiastic about it.    The case illustrates: 

- the importance of attracting a group of committed industrialists who ore 

propasad to support the -linkage; 

- the value of co-operation between the several academic institutions' 

and industry justifying the high initial cost of the operation; 

- the role of a management foundation as an institutional expression 

of this commitment and co-operation in industry-university linkage? 

irffaA*«ÈAìi*AE«mÉiiiai 
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the advantages of co-operation amone international atenei,s in 

promoting linkaces: 

- the usefulness of international consultants  in developing local 

consulting and training sKills 

Tndian Institute of Bfeinaftemont. Ahmedabad;^ The previous case-studies have illustra- 

ted a series of linkages ran«in¿: from those within universities, through the estala 

lishment of semi-autonomous schools and centres, to independent management foundations 

which relato to, but do not form part of tho university system.    The IIM at Ahmedabad 

illustrates another form of linkage, namely the establishment of an independent, 

specialist postgraduate training institution standing between, but independent of, 

both industry and university 

Its objectives aro olear, namely to train younj people for enterprises in both 

tho public and private »retorii    for this purpose, an understanding of the needs of 

those sectors is essential, both in terms of present requirements and of creating 

agent« of change for tho future,    appendix ?. describes in detail how effective are 

th© linkages which IIH has established from the very outset.    Before its teaching 

programme» bega« there was a detailed survey of market needs.    The next step, before 

the post-graduate courses were offered, was to oreanlze tho senior executive programme 

which brought practitioners into immediate contact with the Institute and engendered 

confidence in it.    Thirdly, the faculty were sent into industry for nearly a year to 

prepare their teaching materials before they implemented their courses. 

Now that the teaching programmes are well under way, tho interaction continues, 

with the involvement of practising managers in teaching, case-writing, selection 

panels, placement of students both for vacation training and for regular jobs, 

curriculum development and evaluation, and researoh.    In turn, the faculty ìB en- 

couraged to do consulting up to one day per week, and in every way to maintain close 

and continuing contacts with industry. 

The case illustrates: 

- the importance of academic institutions having a conscious 

strategy for interaction with industry and not leaving it to 

develop capriciously, 

- that interaction does not come about as a result of establishing 

y For a full account of this linkatje, see JD/WO. l6l/4. 
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committee;  it requires commitment to joint activity; 

- that this commitment ma  joint activity ar. more easily or^-nized by , 

ë newly created independent institution then by a conventional 

university; its objectives are clearer and the traditional constraints 

fewer; 

- on the other hand5 the relationships with other relevant^ 

disciplines are less direct and for that reason have to be more 

consciously cultivated if they are to flourish: 

- that there is a "critical mass" aspect of linkage; unless the 

scale of the operation is lexse enourJi to support ¡m adequate range 

of activities, linkage is extremely fragile 

European Instituto of Business Administration: This Institute, commonly known as 

INSEAD and located in France is an essentially multi-national, post-experienoe 

management school. The linkages with business are numerous, but the particular one 

to he considered here is the European Centre for Permanent Education (CBDEP), which 

provides a European model worthy of consideration in certain developing countries, 

where conditions are suitable  The idea is tesically simple? it consists of an 

association 0f companies grouped around the Institute in a loose affiliation for 

interaction. The objectives arc:  (i) to enßago jointly in the task of identifying 

particular training needs;  (ii) to co-oporatc in designing programmes to meet those 

needs; and (iii) to evaluate the programmes and provide feedback to the Institute. 

The method so far adopted has been a training programme of 106 days duration 

(foully eight periods of two weeks) spread over two years. Thus the academic 

training is fully integrated with on-the-job experience, and is directly related to 

identified trainine needs. Eaoh company undertakes to send a range of managers from 

junior to Benior levels, so that the impact of the training is felt in all parts of 

the hierarchy at once. The companies meet the direct costs of the operation, plus 

a contribution to overheads, and the Institute provides the faculty and supporting 

services. 

The case illustrates: 

- the advantages to be derived from linkage not with industry 

as an amorphous mass, but with a ßroup of specific companies; 

- the institute gains a knowledge in depth of those companies and 

their training needs; 

Ifhiimiiirr 'íiíwi' «••••I •t HM murasi mÊÊÊmÊmÊÊm WÊÊÊÊÊÊ 
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- the companies gain training experience designed specifically 

for them and not to some general specification; 

- industry-institut e interaction if? frank and practical; 

. the companies (provided they are satisfied with the training 

provided) are more open to approaches for research and case 

material, and more willing to use faculty members as consultants 

since they know each other well. 

However: 

- the method may have limited application in leas developed 

countries since it is necessarily confined to medium to large 

companies; 

- and the developing country university may feel constrained not to 

enter into such exclusive relationships with particular firms 

especially if, a» U likely, *** *** ^ expatriate companies or 

multi-nationalsi 

- nevertheless, some modification of this method «ay he usefisl -te 

effecting a transfer of know-how from the multi-nationals to the 

indigenous companies operating in d^ eloping countries. 

.,wi«r Centre for n^isation ana iw•i«sstnt. Belgrade;    Oi. case illustrates the 

importance of developing institutional forms of linkage waich are appropriate to the 

ocal situation.    The origins of the Yugoslav Centre lie in a recognition of the fact 

hat since management is a social process, the systems of management education which 

*, evolved in industrialised countries cannot simply he adopted without modification 

in developing countries. 

This is a challenging task and one which demands substantial resources.    The 

position in developing countries is usually such that unless there is co-operation 

between the various universities and with industry, resources are unlikely to be 

adequate.    A solution which has been used in Yugoslavia is the creation of the Centre 

for Organisation and Development assisted since 1971 by the UNDP, through the 

executive agenoy, UNIDO. 

The Centre is an integrated and multi-disciplinary institution for consulting, 

research, and training.   It integrates eighteen different institutes and consulting 

organisations.    The objective is to coordinate their resources upon the task of 

developing an approach to management research and training as is appropriate to the 
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particular conditions in Yugoslavia, e.C. the "self-management agreement" for 

participation in management.      . 

The Yugoslavia case illustrates! 

- the groat importance of recognizing the limitations on the direct 

transfer of management knowledge and skills from industrialized to 

developing countries; 

- the value of linkages between universities and industry in the task 

of developing indigenous management education; 

- the benefits to be derived from inter-institutional collaboration so 

that scarce resources can be more effectively developed; 

- th© useful contribution which international agencies can mako towards 

accelerating such developments. 

worker '• 

These eight case histories serve to illustrate the wide variety of legitimate 

approaches to the establishment of industry-university linkages. They are an 

institutional recognition of the fact that the concept of a "university» is not 

homogenous, but is, in fact, a continuum from the traditional university with the 

emphasis upon pure scholarship and research, to the "poly-university" which is 

characteristic of so mani' developing countries, where one institution has to do the 

work of many. Across this continuum, many different types of linkage will be 

appropriate, and the next chapter attempts the difficult task of putting them into 

a rough classification* 

atftEMaaaaitmll ^m^^mÊ^tlaÊÊaÊÊÊÊÊm 
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IV.  CLASSIFICATION OF LINKAfiES 

The basis of the classification whiuh is attempted in this chapter is the 

egree of formality which characterizes the linkage arrangement, varying from the 

advisory committee at one end to the tightly knit regional institution at the other, 

•he objective is certainly not to suggest that one method r; organizing linkages is 

,etter than any other. Instead, they are briefly described and their strengths and 

eaknesses listed, so that those who are responsible for establishing linkages in 

articular oountries can decide for themselves which is the most appropriate form, 

¡ven then the model will certainly have to be modified to meet local circumstances. 

It is suggested that there are broadly seven categories of institutional linkage, 

- advisory committees, related either to individual institutions 

or to regions or a nation? 

- informal groupings of companies around a teaching institution«, 

- intra-institutionel centres for industrial research, consultancy 

and liaison; 

- independent specialist institutions separate from universities? 

- management foundations or associations involving industry and 

university; 

- government provision for linkages such as a national training 

agency cum levy/grant system; 

-regional «rangements for industry-university linkage. 

avi.nrv Committees: As in the case of the University of Zambia mentioned previously, 

.any institutions have found it useful to bring their faculty members together with 

petitioners in an advisory committee in which nefcde can be identified, programmes 

esigned, and some kind of feedback for evaluation provided. Once suoh a oommxttee 

(has been formed it can be used as a panel from which to draw groups of people to 

serve on working parties to look into particular issues, e.g. to i^•9*** 

detail, to he1P arrange placements for students and to assist with faculty development. 

come of the strengths are: 

- the advisory ooaaittee provides a structure fcr industry- 

university linKage with the minimum cost and constraint; 

1 
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- because they are advisory, such committees -an provide expert | 

knowledge without impinging on academic freedom; B 

- they oan help to protect the institution against political I 

pressures or a reactionary attitude on the part of the university! | 

- they are particularly «aluable in identifying training needs and 1 

setting up new programmes; • 

- aleo in evaluating existing ones; 1 

- they oan he used to involve other bodies such as professional 1 

associations and chambers of oonnr.ero©? 1 

On the other hand, there are weaknesses« 1 

- there may bo a danger of assuming that setting up a committee 1 

creates effective linkage; this is too easy a solution; 1 

- standing committees may be ineffective and lack real commitment I 

if they have no executive powers; 1 

- they may result in undesirable pressure being exerted by 1 

sectional interests? J 

« they may tend to be sterile after a time, especially if there j 

is insufficient turnover of membership. J 

in short, the advisory committee is a useful device for the earlier stages of | 

developing linkage. Provided it is supported by effective joint action, it can j 

become the basis on which to build a more substantial form of linkage. j 

T^r^i Qroupin«: These may well emerge out of the work of an advisory committee, 

with the more committed members becoming sufficiently interested to involve their 

companies «ore olosely with the university. As in the case of OSEAD, this can have 

powerful advantages: 

- there is a real commitment on the part of oompanies; 

- training is related to the reality of what those companies 

actually do; • 

- there are better opportunities for faculty consulting and reseayoh; 

- and the possibility of transfer of know-how from the more to •*»* 

less sophisticated oompanies in the group. 

--.^* .-,,-. T-,„„,.A J.^-JI-Jja. MUM 
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But: 

- care must be taken, to involve a balanced range of losal public 

and private sector companies, especially if some of those co- 

operating are foreign or multi-national ; 

- the grouping is of necessity limited and for that roasén it may 

be desirable for membership to rotate. 

T..,„„»on.q Centre.,    Ine univer.ity which ha. had experience of advisory «„».ittee. 

Z working «ith .elected oo^i«. w, d-ide that the heet wr of enccuragin« 

SSSL—t, interaction without pre^ioi.* it. other aoad«ic - r~*+ 

i     ,J,„ i. to «MU* a Centre I* mutria! Uai.cn.    «• «»^ *   *« 
«pp. .1X1 need enou* autonom to free it of inhiUtin, con.tra nt. on ett.et v. 

actio», but »ay al« ho »dor tho overaH control of the unwer-ity ao that poUole. 

I do not diverge. 

X. the United aingdo« in receat yea,., iovernaent finance ha. been provided to 

.»«. *ltl.h unititi« to .et up Centre, of this .ort and „any have d»^~. 

m. gov«»»«* »oney i. for a U«ited period of punp-priain«, after which the Cent«. 

Z emoted to be .elf-upporti.« fro» tho income which the, ^•*"~~* 
"»tract., oon^lting, .yapo.ia and other a.peot. of indu.try-univer.ity UnKa*, 

I This form of linkage has many strengths! 

I . it is firmly under the control of the university but has the 

I necessary autonomy; 

I - being part of the university system, staffing problems may be 

I reduced as compared with independent agencies; 

I - it ha. a »anegeaent structure* which enables it to operate in 

I a »ore bu.ine.sUke way than university departments or staff 

• members; 

I . it can draw en the total resources of the university and mobilise 

I these on a project-learn basis to meet particular problems in practice; 

I . it can engage in "asset farming« so as to get a better utilisation 

I of the physical assets of the university, e.g. computers; 

1 - the university can protect itself against too much consulting 

I being done by it. .taff, by insisting that all consulting 

• assignments be handle«» by the Centre; 
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- it avoids proliferation of institutions and articulates the 

commitment of the univereity to linkage. 

The weaknesses inolude: 

- the possibility that the Centre's services will not be acceptable 

tolindustry unless the staff of the university are demonstrably 

competent to handle practical problems; 

- too much consulting may be encouraged ¿t the expense of academic 

research and publication, with consequent prejudice to the staff 

member's career; 

- if the Centre controls all consulting, there may be opposition 

from the more successful members of staff who could gain higher 

fees independently. 

The intra-institutional Centre for Industrial Liaison is clearly more relevant 

to the large, multi-faculty university than to the small or specialist institution. 

There is a critical mass problem hero.    On the one     hand, unless the university is 

powerful enough to offer acceptable services, the Centre will fail;    on the other 

hrnd, the existence of a Centre in a smaller institution can help to build up inter- 

action to a level at which it can become self-supporting.    This is where seme pump- 

priming financial support from governments or international agencies may be neceser 

t^^iW. Institutions;      The advantages of independent specialist institutions 

such as the IIM at Ahmedabad were well illustrated in the previous chapter.    The 

critical mass argo, ont is, however,  even more telling here thna in the case of the 

intra-institutional centre.    In order to justify the establishment of a separate 

institution it must be clear that  (a) the task to be performed is unsuitable for 

existing universities;    and (b) large enough and permanent enough to give a proper 

return over time on the investment involved. 

Given that assurance, the strengths of the independent, specialist institution 

are great; 

- its very independence from the constraints of normal university 

conventions is an advantage; 

- it may not be restricted to paying the normal aoademio or 

government salaries and »ay thus be able to attract better staff? 

it oan evolve its own criteria for promotion and reward of staff 

•MtaidikaÈMiiMiMii 
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and not be bound by academic traditions in this matter,; 

_ it avoids the anti-academic attitude thr.t many practitioners 

have towards universities; 

_ ita linkages with industry ore naturai, necessary -and in no way 

contrived. 

On the other hand: 

- it lacks the support of the relevant academic disciplines such 

a« are found in the university- 

- it may not have the prestige of a university and its qur.lifiûations 

may be undervalued; 

- it does nothing to improve the linkage! between the university 

ana industry;    rather, it may attract industrial support away from 

the university! 

- it is expensive. 

-.--Mit Foundations:    Successful management foundations operate in many developing 

countries, including Nigeria, Kenya, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia.    They are 

essentially a voluntary association of industries and individual managers,    «ml* 

drawn from both the public and the private sectors, who forra themselves into a legally 

incorporated body in order to improve the quality of management in thoir country. 

This they do by means of courses, conferences, seminars, meetings, libraries and a 

great variety of other activities. 

From the point of view of industry-university linkage they are extremely 

important in that they express the commitment and, indeed, the involvement, of 

practitioners in the task of improving the quality of management in which the univer- 

sity also has a part to play.   Because the initiative in forming the foundation is 

normally with industry itself, commitment is often greater than in the ca»e of «niver- 

sity centres or independent institutions.    The university which is anxious to develop 

¡closer links   with industry can often find in the management foundation a powerful 

¡alley. 

I Among its strengths are: 

[ - the active involvement of manager», not as members of committee 

I merely f but as lecturers and participants! 

I - it provides a vehicle for the exchange of expertise between manager» 
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and between companies,  especially between the bicger,  foreign 

companies and the local,  smaller enea; 

. it is a non-government      agency,  independent  of pclitiCB; 

- it neutralizes the industry-diversity conflict. 

It can, however: 

- suffer from political in-fighting; 

- become a mere "talking-shop"; 

- find great difficulty in staffing with full-time professionals 

once it grows beyond the stage at which the members themselves 

do all the work? 

. fail to generate enough income to be financially viable once 

government or international agency support is withdrawn. 

«—• Provision: A number of countries, ooth developed ^ "^ 

and developing (.... Colombia) have expressed their commitment to **-**^ 

^introducing Relation to finance and promote it. ^ two essential ***** 

I   olliy (i) 1 -m of levy-grant system of raising fintee for *£- 
/    v ^ ^»+4nr,=,i training agency to mobilize training resour- •«•«ntn«   and (ii)  some form of national training <*g«» J 

results in approved training. 

Its strengths are: 

. there is a financial stimulus to industry to engage in training 

and therefore to be involved with the training institutions; 

- since, to qualify for grant, training has to be »approved-, there is an 

incentive to identify training needs on the part of the-academic institution* 

. some of the financial problems of linkage are resolved through 

the levy-grant machinery. 

Weaknesses include: 

- the danger that training is done for the wrong reasons,  i.e. to 

qualify for grant? 

- and that training is distorted by political considerations. 

végmgÊÈÊtîumÊMÉÊËUÊËÊÈËËÉÊm 
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Lgional Arrapante:    Thore is an obvious economy of resources to bo ^ined by 

hcTrd^tTng the activities of the several ^ncies operating within a particular 

Lion.    For ««pi., -ntion has already bean .ado of the Yugosiav Centra for 

Organisation and Development.    Another exanrçlo, this time puiti-national    is the 
X institute of   foment in the Phili;pines, which serve, the countries of the 

• S.E.  Asian region. 

I The strengths of regional arrangement are obviouet 

I _ resources are moro rationally deployed; 

I - by pooling the requirements of a region, a larger operation can 

I be justified and the critical mase problem resolved; 

I - training can be related to the needs of the region's industry and 

• less reliance has to be placed on overseas training and 

I expatriate trainers? 

1 - »third country" training is facilitated. 

J However, the difficulties are considerable: 

I - particularly if several countries, are involved, political constraint. 

I can prejudice professional development ? 

1 -in finding a common denominator for regional training, the needs 

J of the individual countries or areas may »t DO so fully met. 

• Experience would suggest that regional arrangements are more lilcely to succeed 

Lon the demand for them evolves from the bottom up rather than being imposed from 

ÏL top.    There are substantial advantages tc be gained, hut *-* *^, to   * 

i overcome, and there is a need for more Knowledge of wnys of overcome «"*"££ 
1 obstacle   to the regional develop of industry-university linfcages.    Slnc   the J* 

I family of agencies is supra-national, it could be ar*ued that th* have an important 

1 part to play in encouraging such regional arrangements. 

I However, this possibility, together with other opportunities for action *r hi- 

I lateral and multilateral agencies is the subject of the next chapter.    A. far a. 

I industry-university linkages are concerned, this present chapter has «~ - ~ 

I than review a series of mo*l arrangements.    Inevitably it ^*•••tZT 
1 institutional forms, hut it i. imports to emphasis that it is the co^H-M. 

I linage that really matters, not the form it ta.es.    ftore is only J^J£• 

1 to be found in setting up a contee, centre or institution and «^ «***V 
1 problem is solved,    ft. developing world is littered with empty shell, resulting fro» 
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the concern for institution building rather than for the joint activities which those 

institutions were intended to promote.  In turning to the role of the international 

agencies, therefore, this is an important emphasis to make. 

i 

%. 
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•V.    ROLE OP THE INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES 

It has been stated that one of the United Nations priority r.reas of the second 

development decade is: 

- to accelerate activities such as education and training 

to meet increasingly responsible *job requirements in 

industry and business, management consulting services and 

applied research. 

The executing agencies of* the United Nations have, therefore, a vital role in 

promoting industry-university linkages which are so important a part of this process 

of relating education and training to actual job requirements.    The same is true of 

the bilateral and other international agencies.    This final chapter is primarily con- 

cerned with the part which can be played by these agencies in promoting industry- 

v-niversity linkages.    It considers first their role, second some possible activities, 

and finally their overall strategy. 

The promotional role:    In discussing the role of the international agencies, it it 

relevant to point out the importance of identifying the agents of change which can be 

expected to promote linkages in any particular case.    Sometimes it will "be the multi- 

national corporations, sometimes local industry, sometimes the educational institu- 

tions, and often the government»    In these cases, the international agencies can 

exercise a supportive role, encouraging these indigenous developments by inputs of 

professional expertise. 

Often, however, the international agencies themselves, in the absence of local 

initiatives, may be the agents of change, facilitating the establishment of linkages 

when a request is reoeivel from the country conoerned.    This may involve holding 

promotional discussions with institutions, industry and governments on the importance 

of a conscious policy for industry-university linkage.    In some cases, it will mean 

that the international agency will sponsor sons pilot projects at the request of 

governments.    These projects can later be evaluated and the model oan be used in other 

countries with appropriate modifications. 

Activities;    To turn now from rol eg to activities, these may be grouped under three 

headings, i.e.    (i) information,  (ii) initiation, and (iii) evaluation.    The list 

which is given below is by no means exhaustive;    it merely sets out those which most 

dearly emerged from the meeting of experts at UNIDO in Vienna.    Possible activities 

of the international agencies might include: 
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(i)     Information -    The regional officers of the UN family of agencies could play an 

important part in identifying potential linkage programmes,     to this end, they should 

be briefed on the importance of industry-university linkage and the various methods 

of effecting it. 

- In view of the great disparities among developing countries,  projects to 

assess looal needs for linkage could be developed.    These could then become the basis 

for detailed assessments of local training needs, 

- It is all too ersy for experience of linkage to be limited to one country, and 

there is a role for the international agencies in collecting experiences from various 

oountries, analysing and evaluating them, and disseminating the results.    Case 

histories of successful and less successful linkages could be published;    particularly 

useful would be those which illustrated the value of linkage in promoting entrepre- 

neurial and small business development. 

- There is often a need for greater co-ordination among the international agen- 

cies, several of which may be working in the same country without any connection 

between them.   More should be done to keep the various agencies informed of what the 

others are doing, since overall co-ordination and control are clearly impracticable. 

At least, experiences of linkage could be shared. 

- In this sharing exercise, efforts should be made to promote interchanges 

between developing countries rather than relying solely on transferring experience 

fro« industrialized to developing nations. 

(ii)  Initiation -    In view of the critical importance of such catalytic institutions 

as management foundations in promoting industry-university linkage, the international 

agencies could, in many oases, actively encourage their establishment. 

- In doing so, they should take full account of the institutions which already 

exist.    In many cases, local chambers of commerce, trade associations and professional 

bodies, HS well as the educational institutions can usefully bu in/olved, 

• Also, they will have to have in mind the impórtanos of involving the ex- 

patriate companies (often multi-national»:) with the local companies, so that there is 

a conscious policy of developing local management technologies by exchange of exper- 

ience which can then be systematized through, the linkage with the university. 

- The international agencies should provide bridging finance where this is 

necessary.    Often a looal management foundation or university centre for industry 

liaison will find it filifioult to finance itself in the early years before it can 

generate sufficient income from its activities.   Without external support it may be 

tímé^^¡émlltam¡mmtmmlmmllmmm^ámmmmiimmlllat II^,,.,.,.,,,,..,,,   , HIHI  III il -'      - "        - -      • .,....—. ..•:>.:..,.,        ...,..:, 
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5 forced to pay salaries and fees which are too low to secure the services of the beat 

{ people, and this in turn makes its future income less secure. 

- This short-term financing is particularly necessary where it is thought neco- 

| ssary to bring in international management consultants.    They have an important 

j contribution to make, but they are expensive,   Extoranl financing for a strictly 

I limited period of time, together with an insistence upon the training of local con- 

sultants, can do much do build up a local consulting facility, e.g. among university 

staff members, which is oritical in making industry-university linkage effective. 

- Related to this is   the natter of the role of the international agencies in 

staff development for effective industry-university llnkago.   Apart from making 

possible the use of international consultants, they can facilitate and finance 

sohemes to enable university etaf ft to aoquire prabtical experience either in their 

own region or overseas.    Regional development of management probably deserves higher 

priority than «ending university staffs overseas for further academic training} 

practical experience overseas oould be a ranah more valuable input. 

- The international agencies can make a contribution to curriculum development 

by, for example, financing an arrangement to bring in for appropriate periods of 

j time suitably qualified academics and consultants to work with the looal university 
i - - 
j in developing ourrioula which are relevant to local conditions and yet in step with 

Ï international thinking. 

(iii) Evaluation -   Any individual country» s experience is neoessarily limited and 

self evaluation of it is difficult and highly subjective.    The international agencies 

could perform a aseful role in assisting this process of evaluating experiences in 

. promoting industry-university linkage in developing countries. 

- This process of evaluation could take a variety of forms, and the Vienna 

; meeting of experts is one model.    It would be useful to follow it up with u series 

i of workshops on industry-university linkage, not, however, dealing with the issue 

j generally, but specifically, conoentrating on evaluating particular forms of linkage. 
i 

I For example, there is increasing interest In the levy-grant system of finanoing 

industrial training, and there Is no doubt that it is a valuable device In «ertain 

ciroumstanoes.    But there may be a danger of its being adopted without duo conside- 

ration of its limitations as well* as advantages.    It would be useful to have a "UNIDO 

workshop to review the experience of those countries which have used the system, 

so that previous mistakes oould be avoided, and modifications to meet looal con- 

ditions oould be considered. 
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- A UNIDO expert meeting would also be valuable in reviewing experience of rogi- 

onalization of industry-university linkage.    Regional arrangements are always diffi- 

oult, especially if they involve several independent countries, but a rational use 

of scarce resources demands that they be seriously considered. 

- A more radical approach to evaluation than the workshop model is the pilot 

projeot.    Where host countries were willing for experiments to be made,  it would be 

valuable for UNIDO (perhaps in association with international bilateral agencies) to 

run one or two practical projects trying out some of the models discussed in chapter 

IV.    The major objective would be to evaluate them and see what conditions were suited 

to each and vice versa.    Subsequent sharing of this experience could help to ensure 
that suitable forms of linkage were established in the future. 

These, then, are some of the activities proposed for the international agencies 

at the Vienna meeting of experts. They are all oonsi^tent with the roles which were 

identified as being appropriate for these agencies in the earlier paragraphs of this 

chapter.     In conclusion several strategies aspects need to be considered: 

Strategy; 

Firgt, it is important to recognize that linkages rarely just happen;   there is 

a need to develop a conscious strategy for industry-university linkage, and the inter- 
national agencie« could help to develop such strategies by; 

- themselves taking initiatives;    or supplying the necessary expertise 

to enccurage, reinforce and guide local initiatives; 

- financing on a pump-priming basis the taotics needed to implement 
the strategy. 

Second, whenever an international agency, bilateral or multilateral, promotes a 

training activity in the management field, it should make it a precondition of support 
tnatt 

- there is full recognition of the importanoe of industry-university linkage 
and commitment to making it effeotive; 

- the institution oonoerned has a sufficient degree of autonomy 

from or within the parent university to enable it to maintain 

linkage with industry, and engage in relevant training, reaearoh 
and consultancy activities; 

- it  is of sufficient scale to make success possible;    if the soale 
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is too small, then effective interaction with industry is crowded 

out by what are seen as prior activities,  such as teaching; 

- since effective industry-university linkage is a demanding activity, 

conditions need to be such as will attract and retain first class 
personnel. 

Thjfd, in this strategy of industry-university linkage,  it is important to avoid 

the proliferation of institutions and, wherever possible, to use or modify indigenous 

institutions euoh as universities.    However, this poses the problem of minimising the 

advwrse effeots of traditional constraints on new types of activity, and the best 

institutional form of linkage will have to be individually designed to suit local 

conditions.    The international agencies will normally be concerned to help establish 

catalytio agencies such as management foundations, centres for industrial liaisons, 

and regional arrangements, all of which have the objective of mobilizing the resources 

of existing agencies rather than duplicating them.   This is an important caveat to 

enter, since there are powerful pressures tending towards establishing visible and 

prestigious institutions rather than more modest oatalytic and co-ordinating agenoies. 

£ou£th, in view of the scarcity of resources and the complexity of the task of 

establishing industry-university linkages in the many developing countries, the inter- 

national agencies, both bilateral and multilateral, should co-operate wherever possi- 

ble, or at least keep each other informed.    To this end, consideration might be given 
to: 

- the preparation of a manual of procedure with regard to international 

agency activity aimed at industry-university linkage;    and 

- the adoption of a convention whereby whenever on international 

agency is considering a project in a particular country, every 

effort ie made to discover whether other agenoies are involved 

or have been approached, so that duplication can be avoided 
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